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We present some results obtained from theoretical study on a non-symmetrical A/BC polymeric system including 
solvent which consists of two phases, a polymeric phase A on one side and a mixture of polymers B (as a compatibiliz
er) and C on the other in the presence of a solvent. By employing the functional integral techniques we derive 
the mean-field equations and solve them numerically to deduce the physical properties of the interface involving 
the polymers and solvent concentration profiles in the limit that molecular weights of all the polymers involved tend 
to infinity. The calculations are performed for typical values of the Flory interaction parameters and for the volume 
fraction of polymer B in the asymptotic phase and of solvent. In the polymers/solvent blend under consideration 
the interfacial adsorption of polymer B, the solvent concentration, and degrees of the specific interaction between 
the polymers are found to play important roles in modification of the interfacial properties.

Introduction

A great deal of interest has thus far been focused on exper
imental1'5 and theoretical6*21 studies of the interfacial prope
rties in heterogeneous multicomponent polymeric systems. 
Helfand and co-workers8 _ 10 have developed a theory, based 
on mean-field ideas, for predicting the interfacial properties 
of the polymer/polymer systems. Noolandi and co-workers1314-16 
have also presented fully self-consistent calculations of the 
polymer concentration profile and consequent interfacial ten
sion at polymer/polymer interfaces in the presence of a sol
vent and/or block copolymers. However, relatively little work 
has been done to extend these results to the immiscible 
polymer/polymer system including third homopolymers as 
compatibilizers,3b the presence of which may be expected 
to improve the interfacial adhesion between the immiscible 
polymers by slowing the phase demixing process in the ble
nds and to usually result in the intrinsic non-symmetrical 
interfaces.

Recently Helfand17 has extended the theory of the A/B 
polymeric interface8,10 to the specific case of the interfacial 
tension in the A/BC polymeric interface via equations of mo- 
tion."以】細案 By employing the functional integral methods13-23- 25 
Yoon and Pak6 have also published the results of the interfa
cial properties inchiding the concentration profiles for two- 
phase interface in the A/BC system, which is the same model 
as adopted by Helfand,17 where two phases consist of a poly
meric phase A on one side and a mixture of polymers B 
and C on the other.

In this paper we describe a method of extending this ap
proach to take into account the effect of solvent additionally 
present in the A/BC system. The mean-field equations are 
derived in the limit of a vanishingly small compressibility 
and infinitely large molecular weights for all the polymers 
involved and solved numerically by a self-consistent proce
dure in the presence of a solvent. We will assume that the 
interface between two phases is planar. However, there 
seems to be no sharply defined boundary in the actual inter
facial region, therefore, it is convenient to choose the mathe

matical dividing surface as an interface, which will be taken 
as the Gibbs dividing surface17,26 for polymer A. The calcula
tions of interfacial properties are performed for typical values 
of the Flory interaction parameters,27,28 ^ac and y^c (as nega
tive value), the volume fraction of polymer B in the asympto
tic mixture phase,饥(oo), and that of solvent, As the 
results, we obtain the concentration profiles, the interfacial 
tension, the amount of polymer B adsorbed to the interface, 
the widths of solvent and total interface, and the overlap 
lengths between the polymers. The interfacial adsorption of 
polymer B, the solvent concentration, and degrees of the 
specific interaction between the polymers play an important 
role in modification of the interfacial properties.

The following sections contain the general theory for the 
polymers/solvent systems based on the mean-field approxi
mation, the case of infinite molecular weight for the polymers 
as a good approximation, the numerical method used to solve 
the mean-field equations, and the results of the calculation 
of the physical properties of the interface. In the end we 
remark the conclusions.

Theory

Partition Function. The polymer chains will be looked 
upon as space curves with r varying from 0 to ZP, th은 degree 
of polymerization. Hereafter, we use the letter K to symbol
ize the polymer of type P(P=A, B, or C) or solvent (S). 
The space curves {〃<•)}, which represent possible configura
tions of the polymers and are Gaussianly distributed, are 
continuous with the rate of extension at each point drPldx. 
The probability density functional for a given space curve 
is

F더"归8 exp{一 泰 广서里芸以卩 ⑴

where bP is the Kuhn statistical length.811
Assuming the polymers/solvent blend under consideration 

to be incompressible, the partition function is given as a 
functional integral of the probability density functional with 
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the incompressibility constraint over all possible configura
tions in the fi이d of intermolecular potential, J初[{"(•)}], in 
units of keT, viz.

z=(n 翁-)Jn

X8[l — 岑—^?一] exp{利％(•)}]} (2)

Here Zk is the contribution to the partition function from 
the kinetic energy. Nk=Nk/Zk is the number of molecules, 
Np is the total number of monomer units for polymer P, 
Ns is the number of solvent molecules, and since Zs — 1, 
Ns=Ns* The delta function ensures an incompressibility, and 
Pok is the density of pure compouent K in monomer segme
nts per unit volume.

As described in Ref. (6), the partition function can be writ
ten as

Z=NoJ[ n dp*)如

X exp{-殂{际-)}，{(山4 ,)} j]( -)]} (3)

where No is a normalization constant, and FTt the total free 
energy functional in units of kBT, is given by 

Fi({pK)}, W,)}, n(,)J = +prpx(r)t7JKK,Px^r)

_?Jd，3K(r)PK(r)+ZM[ln(嶽)一1] 

或，顽[醇聲T (4)

Here Wkk=0Wkk(f),【撮=怛必赤)[the potential energy, 
UkkP), vanishes for the interactions between like molecu
les.], (s)K(r) is the mean field acting on the polymer, and 
the field 可(r) is the Lagrangian multiplier corresponding to 
the constraint of no volume change locally upon mixing. In 
the intermolecular potential the gradient terms that may be 
generally negligible10,1411 are excluded, and

(5)

When the system is uniform all over, from Eq. (4) the local 
homogeneous free energy density in units of ksT is given 
in terms of the chemical potential of pure components by

fh=目顷*。) + pkU")Ukk，pk«f)+2：。羿 m( p* )
(6)

In Eq. (4) the quantities JP can be expressed in terms 
of the distribution function, Qp(r,x I r0) for a chain of r repeat 
units to start at r0 and end at r, which can be interpreted 
as the propagator of the inhomogeneous differential equa
tion.91325 The following function can be expressed 
as the integrals of QG이旳)) over all the starting positions 
r0( and then the function qpg) can be solved from the 
modified diffusion equation, viz.

[去 名一譬 V2 + 如(r,T)= 8(t) (7)

In polymer chains with the length Z* any segment of length 

Z/<r may be regarded as the origin of two walks, one of 
length ZPx and one of length ZX1—t). Thus 如。Np) can be 
written as two distribution functions, i.e., one is q^^pz), 
and the other 如|/Zr(l 一。上

Jp= gw。％)=Jd由泌任灿心Z妇 - r)] (8)

Mean-Field Approximation. Using the saddle-function 
technique,913 we obtain the mean-field equations, given by 
minimization of the free energy functional, Eq. (4), with 
respect to each a*(r), PkS) and r\(r), subject to the constraint 
of the constant number of monomers, Eq. (5). The minimiza
tion equation for 如『)is given by

Np卩
万初Sc)如(rJ-t)

M
Ps(r)=-y- exp[ 一 a)s(r)] (9)

Js

where JK satisfies the relation N〃Jk= 아命* From Eqs. (4), 
(6), and (9) the free energy, F, is written as follows

—岑:汹•)[(&(r)十 ^一P%" )]} (10)

Then the minimization for yields the following equation: 

力毛-陳r)+ y-ln( ■凶■)]+ 迎.-為<=0 (11)
하)K(r) L Zp \ Pop 시 Po/c

where 삲 is the Lagrangian multiplier associated with the 
constraint of the constant number of monomers, Eq. (5), and 
the first term in the above equation is the chemical potential 
of component K. Using the relations for solvent and the as
ymptotic phases, the polymer mean field in Eq. (11) is given 
by

以沪彩-4土(螳)-匝普 (12) 
opXr) Zp \ Pop / pop dpsW

The minimization equation for r|(r) is

旗_欧=1 (13)
K pQK

which makes the last term in Eq. (4) zero at the saddle-point.
The local homogeneous free energy density relative to the 

asymptotic phases using Eq. (6) can be written as

A〃po= £ 쑵P）K（r）（卩侦一略+衣爲 为服（尸）

+ Z 쁘 警爲 n")
K Po 匕 K

(14)

where po is the reference density, the volume fraction 你尸) 

is defined by 0/t(r) = p/Kr)/^P?Xr) with the reduced density 
which defined by pM= pM/pok, and = 아(pw/po is
the usual Flory interaction parameter with k^T as the unit 
of energy.

The interfacial tension can be obtained from the equa
tion

FhA + ^NkM (15)

where A is the interfacial area. Then the interfacial tension, 
in units of ksT, can be rewritten in terms of the free energy 
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density r이ative to the asymptotic bulk phases, the conforma
tional entropy, and the combinatorial entropy which has rela
tion with the degree of polymerization

”/po = JMA〃po- 圣 뿌'丄血쓸-V幼如加(r,l-사

+ "이 % 뿌 니臂2唄-r)-Wig씨｝

(16)

Infinite Molecular Weight

For most polymeric systems the physical properties, in 
reality, depend on the degree of polymerization.31519 In here 
we assume the infinite molecular weight for the polymers 
as a good approximation. For simplicity, we take pox=po， 
bp—b for all components and consider the one-dimensional 
nature for the interfacial problem. With these assumptions,81011 
the solution of Eq. (7) for r>0 m저y be written in the separa- 
비e form, 们々,】:) = [。尸(±了0Q) where q*甲:) satisfies the 
boundary condition, 如(± [(以± 8)了, when I시 一加。in
Eq. (7), and QM satisfies the following equation:

(17)

The polymer volume fraction is then given by

(»(*)=。尸(土 °°)E2Xx)T (18)

Centering aground the interface, x=0, which is selected 
as 사】e Gibbs dividing surface for p이ymer At the negative 
x region is polymer A rich, and the positive one is polymers 
B and C rich in the presence of solvent. The boundary con
ditions of the distribution functions are given by

0(—8)= 1, Qb(_3)= Qc(_8)= 0

0A( + 3)= 0, Qb( + 8)= Qc( + 8)= 1 (19)

The surface excess in monomers per unit area is usually 
defined as

rvp()= - J d시飞山。)一 物(一8徂8)] (20)

where H«) is a Heaviside function, = for x>0 and 
HM=0 otherwise. Here the mathematical Gibbs dividing 
surface, x—0, is located at ” = 0.

The expression for the polymer mean field potential, Eq. 
(12), becomes

coArJ^Aiip-Aiis (21)

where the change of chemical potential can be obtained from 
the fact that in the asymptotic phases. The free energy 
density of the system from Eq. (14) is

A/7po=?(灿-|妞软阮(*) + X4B0A(X)(|>B(r) + X4c0/i(r)0cW

+ XBC伽 (幻 + +Xss<l)B(r)(|>s(r)

+ Xcs<t>c(x)(|)sW +(J)s(r)ln(t)s(x) (22)

The concentration of the small molecule (solvent) adjusts 
itself at each point to maintain the chemical potential con
stant.8 In the two asymptotic phases, the constancy of the 

solvent chemical potential requires

Aps( 一 8)= A 心(+oo)=0 (23)

Using Eq. (22), Eq. (23) gives the following relation between 
the volume fractions in the two asymptotic phases

-XasQ<(-co)-m《Ds( _ 8)_ @4(-OO)= )3後时(8)《此(8)

一 [x跡b(8)+Xcs0c(8)〕 [ 1 — 0s(co)] -ln(|)s(co) (24)

We also have the following r이ation:

们(一8) 饥(8)+ ec(8)

where is the unmixed volume fraction of polymer P. For 
any choice of and 噸。。)，we can obtain the unknown 
Ok(士 8)by calculating the relations of Eqs. (24) and (25).

Calculation of Physical Properties. Since we assume 
ZpT»。。，the third term in Eq. (16) does not contribute to 
the interfacial tension. We then have

Y/p°=J써"+房｛쏳”｝ (26)

The following equivalent expression10,11,17 is more convenient.

y/po=2jdxAf/po (27)

The excess polymer B (as a compatibilizer) in monomers 
per unit area, which is the differential adsorption to the in
terface, is given as like Eq. (20) by

r^/po = f 园血《) — 4>b(°°WW] (28)
J —<Xi

As a measure of the thickness of the diffuse interface, 
we define the widths of the polymers by

財，c= 쑸以為皿d and 站시 rc=° ㈣L<z<t>K(x)/arJ I 顷=0

Dt=Da+Db+Dc

where 按侦次)/妃 denotes the value of the derivative eval
uated at the Gibbs dividing surface for polymer Ar and at 
rc=0 for C. In case of polymer Bt 应二이 七=。is evaluated 
at rc=0 illative to the Gibbs dividing surface. In the case 
of solvent, the width is defined by

ro
「bc/W 드 衣 Rg(幻+ ©c(*)]

丿s
+ 广％:Rg(*)- 饥(8)+ 0c(幻 一 0c(8)

J 0
Ds=x\Tbc=0 (30)

where Vbc is the total amount of polymers B and C adsorbed 
to the interface, which polymers usually locate in the positive 
x region from the interface.

The measure of the overlap between the polymers is defin
ed by

f + oo
匕4/0=80 = 이 山04(圳1>/«) (3DJ —co

Numerical Method

First, for the numerical solutions of Eq. (17) we di옹cretize 
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the variate x and the mean-field equation by using the gen
eralized Newton's formula29

x~(i-N)£죠, i=l, … 2N-] ”(32)

where x=x/b (in reduced unit of length), the equal discrete 
thickness Ar is a constant, and we write 0々)as Qp(i). In 
our numerical calculations we used N=30。and chose 4&〜 
0.02. For the calculation of the concentration profiles, two 
asympt아ic values of the distribution function are 0《O) and 
0/600) in Eq. (19).

Equation (17) is rewritten by

Q0)”=&涵)0们 (33)

The discretized mean-field equation has the following form 
in i.

海)= 泌就｛ 皿+1)-20仞+0S1)]/(쇼矽2顼0) ｝

1+ ~2~ dQKi) (34)

where A, is some relaxation parameter (here, we chose A~ 
0.5), FCQp)=QR and △。*) = 0件0)—再0).

We begin with the guess for 00)which is 산아i as a 
trial distribution function, 00)~[1 + 拍사1｛(6如)°华｝]°5, ancj 
we 나｝en calculate 加0) by using Eq. (18). By using E아s, (24) 
and (25), we obtain the volume fractions,(阮(土in 아te 
asymptotic phases. We use Eqs. (21), (22), and g(士 oo) to 
obtain the initial guess for coXO- We then solve the discret
ize mean-field equation, Eq. (34) with the h이p of the bound
ary conditions, Eq. (19). We thus obtain the set of AgXO 
and △啓华), Here we refer Agp w(f) to AQ엉%).

From the set of △猝"(i), we get 나】e new concentration 
profile e片(i) by using Eq. (18). The new mean field,碟* 
(0, is calculated by using《D笋(z), Eq. (21), and Eq. (22) again. 
By this we obtain the set of AgAO and 0肾(z) again and 
refer遊章)to镖传).

This iteration process is continued until the following con
dition is satisfied

max I AQ(i) = Q臂(z) - Q尚)| &(〜10-) (35)
i = l, -,2/V-l ~

After convergence, we obtain Q^i) and finally obtain《”而) 

using Eq. (18). Then a solvent concentration profile can be 
obtained by

(t)s(0=l-^M0 (36)

Results and Discussion

Four parameters used in this polymers/solvent system are 
as f이lows: Xac, Xbc (as negative value), the volume fraction 
of B in 나此 asymptotic phase, 饥(。。), and that of solvent, 
0s- In this blends the illation between the unmixed vol
ume fractions for the polymers is always 饥°=仪°=(以°/2, 
and the polymer-solvent interaction parameters are fixed as 
Allows:小=1.0, ^=0.8, and Xcs=0.8, Xab is also fixed as 
加=0.5. We, first, selected the reference system with a par
ticular set of parameters that will serve as a basis: Xm=1.5, 
Xbc= -0.2, 0so=O.2, and 如(。。)=04

Figure 1 shows the concentration profiles of polymers (A, 
B, and C) and solvent (S) as the reference. The repulsive

Figure 1. C이icentration profiles of polymers 0, B, and C) and 
solvent (S) as a reference. The relation between the unmixed 
volume fractions for the polymers is always 仙°=处°=@4°/2, and 
the Flory interaction parameters are as follows: xas=1-0,炀= 

0-8, Xcs=0.8,加=0.5, and Xbc=-0.2. The same parameters are 
used in all 하此 figures hereafter. This figure also has three varia
bles: X4c= 1.5, 05°=0.2, and 饥(8)=04 The plane, x/b = 0 아lows 
the Gibbs dividing surface for polymer A.

x/b
Figure 호, Interfacial concentration profiles of solvent (S) for 
varying 4>s° with x«=L5 and 0fl(oo)=O.4. The dotted lines indi
cate the same reference as in Figure 1.

interaction between A and C usually drives C away from 
the interface, and B 나)en easily is located in the interfacial 
region. When 나】e attractive interaction between B and C 
is sm지L in the same way, the polymers A and B mainly 
remain near the interface. In Figure 1 we can see the strong 
adsorption of B to the interface in spite of the same quanti
ties of B and C in the asymptotic mixture phase, and also 
the adsorption of solvent. Figure 2, with the same conditions 
as in Figure 1, 아lows that the value of increases with 
increasing(j>s°. A 용olvent competes with the polymer B (as 
a compatibilizer) in the interfacial region, but it is preferen
tially adsorbed to the interface. This trend also leads to the
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Figure 3. Interfacial concentration profiles of polymer (B) for 
varying with 0s0=0.2 and(J)b(qo)=0.4. The dotted lines indi
cate the same reference as in Figure 1.

Figure 5. Variation of the excess polymer B per unit area, in 
units of dpo, with 0s° for varying xac-

Hgure 6. Variation of the widths of the interface and solvent, 
in imits of b, with q사) for varying Zac-

Agure 4. Variation of the interfacial tension, in units of b이負, 
with for varying Xac with the same conditions as in Figure
3. The solid lines tn Figures 4-7 indicate a reference correspond
ing to X4c=L5, 0.s(l=O.2, and(J)fl(co)=0.4.

reduction of the interfacial tension.
Effect of Varying 0S° for Different xac- Figures 3-7 

show how the repulsive interaction between polymers A and 
C can modify the interfacial properties. In Figure 3 we can 
see the increasing adsorption of polymer B with %4c because 
of the repulsive interaction between A and C. As xac approa
ches to 加，the polymer A gradually feels the similar degree 
of the interaction against B and C, and therefore the concen
tration profiles of B and C nearly remain constant. In Figure 
4 as 4>s° increases, in given some Xac the interfacial tension 
reduces as we expected in Figure 2, and as increasing xac, 
C is driven away from the overlap with A in the interfacial 
region, so the resulting some high interfacial tension. In Fig
ure 5 the excess polymer B decrease with 0SO because of 
the preferential adsorption of solvent to the interface. The

Figure 7. Variation of the overlap lengths between polymers, 
in units of b, with for varying Xac-
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Figure 8. Interfacial concentration profiles of polymer B for 
varying(|>B(oo) with x，4c=L5 and 时=02 The dotted lines indi
cate the same reference as in Figure 1.
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Rgure 10. Variation of the excess polymer B per unit area, 
in units of 力p°, with 0s0 for varying <f>fi(oo).

,Lm
°
d
q
*

Figure 9. Variation of the interfacial tension, in units of b钦歸T, 
with 0s° for varying 0fl(oo) with the same conditions as in Figure 
8. The slid lines in Figures 9-12 indicate the same reference 
as in Figure 4.

Figure 11. Variation of the widths of the interface and solvent, 
in units of b, with 0S° for varying 饥(。。).

widths of the interface and solvent increase as increasing 
0s0, but the interfacial width is mainly affected by the adsorp
tion of solvent in the constant amount of polymer B, a：； 
shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the measure of ov이 .ap 
between the polymers against 0s°. As 0S° increa옹es, the —Uy- 
mers B and C are driven away from the interface where 
A is present. When is small, the overlap length between 
A and C becomes short, and in Figure 6 the interfacial width 
also becomes narrow, xec is the measure of the attractive 
interaction between B and C, i.e., increasing of 北c as nega
tive value has the opposite effect to %4c for the interfacial 
tension, the excess polymer B, the interfacial width, and the 
overlap lengths between the polymers.

Effect of Varying(t>s° for Different 4)b(co). In this part 
Figures 8-12 show how the quantity of compatibilizer,饥(8),

Figure 12. Variation of the overlap lengths between polymers, 
in units of b, with(|)s0 for varying ^(co).
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Figure 13. The interfacial tension, in units of bpokBT, and the 
excess polymer B per unit area, in units of &p0, are plotted 
against 4>b(oo) with 05°=O.2 and X4C= 1.5.

can modify the interfacial properties as increasing of the 
solvent concentration. Figure 8 shows the concentration pro
files of B for different values of 饥(co). We can see that 
even if the amount of B in the asymptotic mixture phase 
is small, it can lead to a considerable adsorption to the inter
face. In large 饥(。。)the concentration profile of B becomes 
flat and the interface thick, but the excess B decreases on 
the contrary. In Figure 9 the interfacial tension for some 
(j)s(oo) rapidly decreases with 时.It can lead to the improve
ment of the interfacial adhesion between polymers A and 
C, and thus slow the phase demixing process of the blends. 
The reduction of the interfacial tension against ranging 
from 0.1 to 0.3 is expressed by 丫이Z(|)s叮 ", as shown in Fig
ures 4 and 9. Figure 10 shows the dependence of the excess 
B on the solvent volume fraction. In high concentration,饥 

(co)=0.6, there is a small amount of B adsorbed to the inter
face, as we expect in Figure 8. We will discuss more about 
the behavior at small and large <Db(8)below. Figure 11 shows 
the widths of the interface and solvent. The broadening ef
fect of the interface is mainly affected by the adsorption 
of solvent in a small amount of polymer B. When(扯(8) 

is high, the width of the interface considerably becomes thick 
with e* Figure 12 shows the overlap lengths between the 
polymers with In high 0so we can see that the strong 
dependence of Lab occurs in the variation of 饥(。。)，but not 
in jo© as shown in Figures 7 and 12.

Effect of Varying 饥(。。). Figure 13 shows the depende
nce of the interfacial tension and the excess polymer B on 
the volume fraction, 4)b(co), with(Ds°=02 From the solid 
line, the reduction of the interfacial tension against(D月(co)2 
0.2 can be expressed by 丫以饥㈣厂応 This shows that the 
strong dependence of the interfacial tension occurs in the 
variation of(t)s° when we compare Figures 4 and 9 with Fig
ure 13. The dotted curve, the excess B, shows the similar 
tendency to the model without a solvent. The maximum 
point appears in the medium region, and in small and large 

the excess B decreases. This result is due to the fact 
that the amount of B adsorbed to the interface is estimat-

6
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2
 

q
>

1 1 1 1
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1 1 ;

帽=岬=快/2

., ■
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1 1 , 1
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1 1 ,0 ------ 1------ 1------ 1____ I____ I____ I____ I____
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

和 I。。)

Hgure 14. Total width of interface (dotted line) and solvent 
(dashed line), in units of b, are plotted against <J)fi(oo) with the 
same conditions as in Figure 13.

ed by the amount of B in the interfacial region and the 
relative one for B in the asymptotic mixture phase, as expre
ssed in Eq. (28). Figure 14 아lows that the width of solvent 
in the constant amount of solvent is not nearly affected by 
the amount of B, and the interfacial width only increases 
with ())B(oo). It also shows the polymer B competes with sol
vent in the interfacial region.

Concluding Remarks

In this paper we present the results of a theoretical study 
of the interfacial properties of the polymer/polymer mixture 
system including a solvent. By solving the mean-field equa
tions numerically in the limit of infinitely large molecular 
weight for the polymers and a vanishingly small compressi
bility, we obtained the concentration profiles of polymers (A, 
B, and C) and solvent (S), the interfacial tension, the amount 
of polymer B adsorbed to the interface, the widths of total 
interface and solvent, and the overlap lengths between the 
polymers for various typical values of two Flory interaction 
parameter, xac and /bc. the volume fraction of B in the as
ymptotic mixture phase, 0B(co), and the unmixed one of sol
vent, 时.

A solvent compets with the polymer B (as a compatibilizer) 
in the interfacial region, b나t it is preferentially adsorbed to 
the interface. This shows the strong dependence of the in
terfacial tension on 械)as ycc 025 within 4)s°
ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 and(J)B(oo) above 0.2.

Even a small amout of polymer B in the asymptotic mix
ture phase can modify the interfacial properties. As increa
sing 0s(oo), the interfacial tension decreases, the width of 
the interface and the overlap length between A and B in
crease, and the excess polymer B also increases as like the 
A/BC system6 without a solvent, which is a considerable 
amount in very small(阮(8)and slowly decreases in large 
(t)B(co) above around 0.4.

Increasing X4c repels the polymer C from the interfacial 
region, consequently it leads to an increasing adsorption of 
polymer B, the overlap length between A and B, the inter
facial width, and the interfacial tension. Increasing I ybc I has 
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the opposite effect to %4c except the interfacial tension among 
the interfacial properties, even if not shown in this paper.
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The barrier heights of the internal rotations for ethyl halides calculated by ab initio methods differ from those of 
experiments by more than 0.2 kcal/mol. The use of basis sets larger than the 6-31G* set and the inclusion of correlation 
do not improve the agreement between the calculated and experimental values. The zero-point vibration corrections 
are substantial in the HF calculations with 6-31G* basis sets, but become neglig비e in the MP2 calculations with 
6-311G** basis sets for C2H5F and C2H5C1. It is shown that the rigid rotor approximation and the assumed shape 
of the potential curve as a cos2G curve could also be the sources of discrepancies between calculated and experimental 
values. Higher order perturbation corrections narrow the gap between experimental and theoretical values, but there 
still remains about 10% overestimate of 0.3 kcal/mol. Optimized geometries from the HF and MP2 calc니ations are 
in good agreement with those from experiments. Dipole moments calculated from the MP2 densities show slightly 
better agreement with experiments than those from the HF densities.

Introduction

Ethyl halides are one of the simplest systems that exhibit 

internal rotations. Barrier heights of internal rotations for 
ethyl halides (C2H5X where X=F, Cl, Br and I) do not dis
play any apparent trends as the halogen atom varies from


